AGENDA
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MEETING
Date:
Time:
Via:

Tuesday, March 9, 2021
4:00 P.M.
ZOOM Virtual Meeting

TO PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC COMMENT: Zoom Telephone Number: 312-626-6799. The caller will
be prompted to enter the meeting ID number: 956 5308 7620.. The caller will be placed into a virtual
“waiting room” until it is their time to speak during public comment.
1.

Call to Order

2.

Attendance

3.

Approval of Minutes – January 12, 2021 regular meeting minutes

4.

Correspondence

5.

Additions or Deletions to the Agenda

6.

Public Hearings/Deliberations:

A) Z-03-21, Petition from Travis and Sarah Beuchler, 364 S. Hills Dr., Battle Creek, MI
49015. Requesting a variance to allow a 6 ft. solid fence in the front yard of 1672
Capital Ave. S.W., Parcel# 0073-00-940-0.
7.

Old Business:

8.

New Business

9.

Comments by the Public

10.

Comments by the Staff and Commission Members

11.

Adjournment
Respectfully Submitted,
Eric Feldt, AICP, CFM; Planning/ Zoning Coordinator
Executive Secretary

10 N. DIVISION ST. P.O. BOX 1717 BATTLE CREEK
PHONE (269) 966-3320
FAX (269) 966-3555

MICHIGAN

49016-1717

WWW.BATTLECREEKMI.GOV

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
MEETING MINUTES
January 12, 2021
4:00 P.M.
CALL TO ORDER:
Mr. James Moreno, Chairperson called the virtual zoom meeting to order at 4:00 P.M.
ATTENDANCE:
Members Present:

Bill Hanner
James Moreno
Michael Delaware
Noris Lindsey

Mark Jones
Deland Davis

Members Absent:

Carlyle Sims, John Stetler Aubrey Kipp (Alternate)

Staff Present:

Marcel Stoetzel, Deputy City Attorney
Eric Feldt, Planning/ Zoning Coordinator, Planning Dept.
Ted Dearing, Deputy City Manager
Sarah VanWormer, IT Director
Jessica Vanderkolk, Communications Manager
Michele D. Sutherland, CSR II, Planning and Zoning

ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE AGENDA: None.
CORRESPONDANCE: None
OPENING COMMENTS: Mr. Jim Moreno, Chairperson stated the meeting procedure where everyone
present may speak either for or against an appeal and that he will ask for a staff report to be presented
and then open the public hearing. At the public hearing, persons should acknowledge that they are on
a virtual meeting, state their name, address, City, County and State for the record as it is being recorded
and then speak either for or against an appeal. The public hearing will then be closed and the zoning
board will discuss and make a decision. If a petition has been denied the petitioner has the right to
appeal to Circuit Court.
OLD BUSINESS: None
NEW BUSINESS:
A)
Z-01-21, Petition by Michael and Noelle Pelton, 1134 Hunter Ridge, Battle Creek, MI 49017.
Requesting a variance to allow a 6 ft. solid fence in the front yard of 223 Chestnut St., Battle Creek, MI
49015, Parcel #9640-00-075-0.

Chair Moreno asked for a staff report
Eric Feldt gave a verbal staff report recommending denial of the variance request Z-01-21 as it does not
meet all criteria under Chapter 1280.03(D)(3) Variance Standards. Staff recommends denial of
dimensional variance Z-01-21 based on the findings contained in the staff report.
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Chair Moreno asked if any of the board members had questions for the Staff.
Member Hanner requested to recuse himself due to his professional relationship with the applicant.
Member Jones asked if we would have enough members for a quorum with Member Hanner recusing
himself. .
Marcel Stoetzel, Deputy City Attorney, stated this is not a ‘use’ variance, where you would need an
affirmative 5 votes. Following up on Member Hanner’s request to recuse himself; that knowing
professionally or personally an applicant would not necessarily be uncommon. Hopefully members of
the Zoning Board know people in the City in which they’re deciding matters. Knowing an applicant on
the body does not necessarily disqualify you unless that relationship is somehow going to benefit you
financially from it or you have a financial interest in this property.
With Member Hanner stating he does not have any financial interest in the property Marcel Stoetzel,
Deputy City Attorney states that without financial interest, it would not be necessary for Member Hanner
to recuse himself or not participate. Member Hanner has not given a reason justifying to recuse himself.
Commissioners should disclose for the record any personal relationship.
Chair Moreno asked the applicant if they had anything to add relating to the requested variance.
The applicant (Michael and Noelle Pelton, 1134 Hunter Ridge, Battle Creek, MI 49017) said they built
the fence with the impression it was approved. There are similar fences at Central and Emmett and
Bradley and East Ave. They believe the property has clear vision as set forth with the Triangle Rule.
They are looking to bring value to the neighborhood, eight neighbors have sent in letters.
Chair Moreno asked Eric Feldt to explain the clear vision triangle rule.
Eric Feldt, Planning/ Zoning Coordinator, Corner lots require that fences and/or landscaping comply
with the line-of-sight requirements. Code requires fences to be less than 4’ tall and 50% opaque. No
higher than 31” up to 8 feet is the triangle area the open area must be preserved.
Chair Moreno asked if there are any members of the public present to either speak for or against the
variance request.
Sarah VanWormer, IT Director, stated that there was no one in the virtual waiting room wishing to speak.
Member Jones wants to encourage developers, he will vote against the matter of safety.
Member Lindsey asked the applicant how they knew the application was approved; did they receive a
call or an email?
The applicant stated that when they applied for the permit the office was open; however, the office closed
a couple days later. They had emails back and forth with an employee and then looked on the BS&A
website where it showed an invoice number next to Zoning REV; Zoning Approval so they assumed it
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was approved. Later on, they received the enforcement letter from Glenn Perian, former Senior Planner
with the City of Battle Creek.
Chair Moreno asked if there was any further discussion; seeing none, he would close the Public Hearing
and entertain a motion.
MOTION WAS MADE BY MEMBER DELAWARE AND SUPPORTED BY MEMBER DAVIS
TO APPROVE THE REQUEST AS SUBMITTED BASED ON THE FINDINGS IN THE STAFF
REPORT.
Eric Feldt, Planning/ Zoning Coordinator, summarized the fence application process. When the fence
application is submitted, it is given to the planner to review application and typically a drawing is
attached. Once the review is done and the Planner approves it then it is given to the building inspector
for approval. The internal BSA system would then create a permit that would be emailed to the applicant.
With the applicant providing information from BSA it has made staff aware that it can be confusing for
the applicant to understand a review is not an approval. The applicant had other permit applications
where the permit was sent to them after approval. They did not receive this for their fence permit as it
was not approved.
There was some discussion with the board about the difference with invoice and issued. When the permit
is received with payment an invoice is created. The permit is not approved until it is issued.
Member Jones states he drove by the subject property and could not see half way down the block. He
could not see cars coming until he had pulled into the crosswalk with the way the fence is currently.
Marcel Stoetzel, Deputy City Attorney, wanted to focus the question on the ‘non-use’ variance in
Chapter 1280.03 and provided in the Zoning Enabling Act. When a petitioner applies for a ‘non-use’
variance, as spelled out in the staff report, four criteria are applicable: whether it contains a practical
difficulty; whether the practical difficulty is peculiar to the subject parcel; would the variance go against
the zoning code; and is the variance the minimum necessary to provide relief to the applicant. Have they
met step 1? If no then you don’t’ get to step 2. Keep this in mind with the steps that you are going
through.
Member Jones states that he wants to encourage developers in this area. He is going to vote against it,
not because he’s opposed to fences, it’s a matter of safety.
A vote was taken:
Member Davis, No, agrees with staff report, doesn’t see the practical difficulty faced by many owners
in the city.
Member Delaware, Yes, miscommunication from Staff, practical difficulty that needs to be looked at
with a corner property.
Member Hanner, Yes, BS&A, would have thought it was approved, miscommunication, nine citizens
wrote and were pleased.
Member Lindsey, Yes, unprecedented times during COVID-19, communication was fuzzy, office shut
downs.
Member Jones, No, safety, BS&A had no issue date, the permit was not issued.
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Chair Moreno, No, no practical difficulty, criteria was not met, stands by the ZBA criteria given in the
Staff report.
A VOTE WAS TAKEN, 3-3, MOTION DENIED
Chair Moreno let the applicant know that they could appeal the ZBA’s decision with the Circuit Court.
B)
Z-02-21, Petition from Victory Life Church, 6892 D. Drive N., Battle Creek, MI 49014.
Requesting a variance to allow less than a 50 ft. front yard requirement for the purposes of a “Group
Living Facility: at 24 Arthur St., Battle Creek, MI 49015, Parcel ID# 1530-00-067-0.
Chair Moreno asked for the Staff report.
Eric Feldt, Planning/ Zoning Coordinator gave the staff report. Staff recommends approval of
Dimensional Variance Z-02-21 as it meets the criteria listed under Subsection 1280.03(d)(3) Variance
Standards and finds that all criteria are met.
After some discussion regarding the number of people that qualify the property as a “Group Living
Facility” it was discovered by the applicant, Raul Maysonet, there would be no more than five residents.
With this information, a dimension variance would not be needed.
Raul Maysonet said there would be no more than five people.
Pastor James Sunnock withdrew petition # Z-01-21 from Victory Life Church.

C)

2021 Meeting Dates and Deadlines

Chair Moreno asked for a motion approving the October 13, 2020 meeting minutes.
MOTION MADE BY COMM. DELAWARE AND SECONDED BY COMM. HANNER TO
APPROVE THE OCT. 13, 2020 MEETING MINUTES. ALL IN FAVOR, NONE OPPOSED.
MINUTES APPROVED.

D)

2021 Election of Officers

COMM. HANNER MADE A MOTION SECONDED BY COMM. DAVIS TO NOMINATE
COMM. MORENO FOR CHAIR FOR 2021. ALL IN FAVOR, NONE OPPOSED, MOTION
APPROVED.
COMM. DAVIS MADE A MOTION SECONDED BY COMM. DELAWARE TO NOMINATE
COMM. HANNER FOR VICE-CHAIR FOR 2021. ALL IN FAVOR, NONE OPPOSED.
MOTION APPROVED.
COMMENTS BY THE PUBLIC: None.
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COMMENTS BY THE MEMBERS / STAFF:
Marcel Stoetzel, Deputy City Attorney, please be mindful that even though meetings are vitual this is
still a public meeting.
Member Hanner would like to thank Member Jones for standing firm.
ADJOURNMENT: Chairman James Moreno adjourned the meeting at 6:14 P.M.
Prepared by: Michele D. Sutherland, Customer Service Rep II, Planning and Zoning

Battle Creek Zoning Board of Appeals
Staff Report
Staff Report

1706/ 1672 Capital Avenue SW
Meeting: March 9, 2021
Appeal #Z-03-21

To:

Zoning Board of Appeals

From:

Eric Feldt, Planning/ Zoning Coordinator, AICP, CFM

Date:

March 2, 2021

Subject:

Petition for a dimensional variance to permit the construction of a six-foot tall privacystyle fence in a front yard at 1706/ 1672 Capital Avenue SW in an R-1A zoning district.

Summary
This report addresses a petition from Travis and Sarah Beuchler (owners) whom seek approval of a
non-use (dimensional) variance for a fence at 1706/ 1672 Capital Avenue SW that would 1) exceed the
allowed fence height in a front yard from four feet to six feet; and 2) exceed the 50% opacity design
for fences in the front yard; preference is full opaque (privacy-style fence).

Figure 1. Vicinity map showing the subject site (1705/ 1672 Capital Avenue SW) across from South Hills
Drive along Capital Avenue SW. Aerial photograph dated spring of 2020 (approx.). Property lines shown are
approximate.

Property Description/ Background
The subject site (Figure 1) is located in southern Battle Creek along Capital Avenue SW immediately
south of the Battle Creek Country Club. It is located across from South Hills Drive. The site consists of
two properties: 1) 1706 Capital Ave. SW (back or west lot), and 2) 1672 Capital Ave. SW (front or
east lot); both of which are owned by the applicant. The front lot was previously develop with a single
family house and detached storage building; both were demolished a few years ago. The back lot has a
pole barn. Staff notes that when two or more abutting properties are under common ownership and
located in the same zoning district, they are treated as one site for zoning code purposes. The applicant
submitted a Building permit (Permit No. PBR20-00694; filed 7/13/2020) to construct a new house near
the back of the west lot (1706 Capital Ave. SW), just west of the pole barn.
The neighborhood is predominately developed with single family detached homes in a suburban
setting with relatively spacious yards. Along Capital Avenue SW, the Country Club Golf Course is
located north of the site, and several single family homes are located to the south. There is various
landscaping and natural vegetation that runs along the west side of the Capital Avenue SW in the area.
The subject site, however, is quite different than adjacent properties. It remains largely undeveloped,
with an overall size of approximately 4.5 acres and consists of various vegetation and mature growth.
This is one of the few remaining undeveloped areas in the greater neighborhood. The site is relatively
flat and has direct access off of Capital Avenue SW. Previous development concepts have been
proposed but did not come to fruition.
Project Description
The applicant wishes to install a fence near Capital Avenue SW to create more privacy, and to deter
theft, trespassers, and illegal dumping at the site. The fence would consist of a six-foot tall, privacydesign and installed approximately 30-35 feet away from the curb of Capital Avenue SW. The
applicant submitted a map within their attachment delineating the proposed fence line in white. As of
the date of this memorandum, the applicant has not indicated the material of the fence, i.e. wood, vinyl,
etc. The applicant also proposes planting various landscaping in front of the fence to continue and
enhance the vegetation along Capital Avenue SW. The proposed landscaping would also screen areas
of the fence from the roadside. The applicant states that the location of the fence is far enough away
from the road to not impact vehicular line-of-sight.
As mentioned earlier, the conditions of the site have attracted some criminal activity. The applicant has
installed surveillance cameras and various ‘No Trespassing’ signs, however, some unwanted activity
continues. The applicant finds that these methods are less desired due to unsightly signage and are not
fully effective. They feel that a privacy fence would be more effective.
The applicant is aware that this fence design and location does not meet Section 1260.02 Fence and,
therefore, seeks variance approval (subject variance). If the variance is approved, the applicant would
file a Fence permit.
Analysis
Pursuant to Section 1260.02 Fences, a permit is required for installing a new fence and shall meet all
applicable dimensional standards. The purpose of the fence regulations and relevant subsections are
provided below.
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1260.02(B) Purpose
The purpose of this chapter is to permit such fences that will not, by their reason, size, location,
construction or manner of display, endanger the public safety of individuals, obstruct the vision
necessary for traffic safety or otherwise endanger public health, safety and morals; and to
permit and regulate fences in such a way as to support and complement land use objectives and
aesthetic purposes while protecting the rights of adjacent properties to light, air and view.
1260.02 (D)(2)
In no circumstance shall any fence be erected or maintained within 25 feet of the corner
property line at a street intersection so as to interfere with traffic visibility across the corner of
streets or alleys. All fences in the front yard shall have a minimum transparent surface area of
50%.[The underline is to show emphasis only.]
1260.02(E)(2)
Residential Districts and properties used for residential purposes regardless of Zoning District.
No fence in a front yard shall exceed four feet in height and no fence in any rear or side yard
shall exceed six feet in height. [The underline is to show emphasis only. The subject site is
located in the R-1A Single Family District.]
The front yard area is defined as the space between the main front supporting element of a principle
building and the adjacent street right-of-way (ROW) line (Section 1230.06(A), 206) Yard). This is not
the same as the front setback line. Staff notes that in the residential district, the house would be the
principle building. As stated earlier, the site only contains a pole barn which is not a principle building
and is located far west of Capital Avenue SW. Without a house (principle building) on this site,
determining the front yard area is less straightforward. However, staff can use the front yard area of the
abutting property to the south (1712 Capital Avenue SW) as a guide. The main front supporting
element of that house is 47 feet back from their corresponding front lot line (ROW line). This distance
could then be applied to the subject site. Further, the applicant submitted a map within their attachment
indicating the 47-foot line in red and their proposed fence location in white.
As noted earlier, the applicant seeks to install a fence located 30-35 feet away from the curb of Capital
Avenue SW. This is within the front yard area, and therefore, the height and design must meet
subsections 1260.02(D)(2) and 1260.02(E)(2). The applicant’s preferred fence height and design
exceeds those subsection limits. The applicant is allowed to have a fence within the front yard up to
four feet in height and up to 50% design opacity. These restrictions lessen line-of-sight issues along the
abutting ROW, and prevent fences from having a ‘fortress-like’ appearance which is inappropriate for
residential property.
As noted earlier, the applicant feels that the proposed fence would effectively deter unwanted activity.
Additionally, some existing trees and other vegetation will be preserved forward of the fence, as well
as new landscaping planted to provide an overall natural setting. The new fence and vegetation will
block views of the house, pole barn, and general personal stored items on the property. Staff finds that
the location of the fence would be far enough away from the curb of Capital Avenue SW to where it
would not impact vehicular line-of-sight issues along the road. Further, having vegetation in front of
and screening the proposed fence from the road, would reduce the overall appearance of the fence from
vehicles. As a result of those elements, the items listed under subsection 1260.02(B) Purpose does not
appear to be exacerbated by the proposal.
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Public Hearing and Notice Requirements
An advertisement of this public hearing was published in the Shopper on Tuesday, February 23rd; not
less than the 15 days before the hearing as required by State Law and ordinance. Notices of the public
hearing were also sent by regular mail to 36 property owners and occupants located within 300 feet of
the subject parcel. The applicant has provided an emailed letter of support from an adjacent resident, as
provided in the application.
As of the date of this memorandum, the Planning Department has not received any public comments.
Applicable Zoning Ordinance Provisions
Pursuant to chapter 1280.03(D), the Zoning Board of Appeals (the ‘Board’) has the authority to grant
variances according to the following sections of the zoning code:
Subsection 1280.03 (D)(2) The Board shall have the authority to grant the following variations:
a) Nonuse. If there are practical difficulties for nonuse variances relating to the construction,
structural changes, or alterations of buildings or structures related to dimensional requirements
of the zoning ordinance or to any other nonuse-related standard in the ordinance in the way of
carrying out the strict letter of the zoning ordinance, then the Board may grant a variance so
that the spirit of the zoning ordinance is observed, public safety secured, and substantial justice
is done. The Board may impose conditions as otherwise allowed under the Michigan Zoning
Enabling Act; and
Staff finds that the items set forth under 1260.02 Fences which regulate the location, height, design,
and other aspects of fences are categorized as a ‘non-use’ variation.
Subsection 1280.03(D)(3) Variance Standards. In consideration of all appeals and proposed
exceptions to or variations from this Zoning Code, the Board shall, before making any such
exceptions or variations, in a specific case, first determine that the applicant has met all of the
following conditions as set out for the specific type of variance requested:
a)

Nonuse (dimensional) Variances:
i. When it can be shown that a practical difficulty would, in fact, exist if the strict
non-use requirements of this zoning ordinance (e.g., lot area, width, setbacks, building
height, etc.) were applied to a specific building project, the Board may grant a variance
from these requirements. The practical difficulty from a failure to grant the variance
must include substantially more than a mere inconvenience or a mere inability to attain
a higher financial return.
Staff does not find any practical difficulty existing on the site when applying Section 1260.02
Fences. The applicant may install a fence in the front yard area up to four feet in height
having up to a 50% opacity design. However, the applicant finds that a six-foot tall, privacy
fence will create a more effective measure in reducing illegal dumping, trespassing, and theft.
Staff does not find any difficulty in the owner meeting the fence regulations under Section
1260.02 Fences. Staff finds this criteria is not met.
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ii. The practical difficulty must be exceptional and peculiar to the subject parcel of
land which do not generally exist throughout the City and may not be self-imposed or
the result of an earlier action by the applicant. If the parcel of land could be reasonably
built upon in conformance with the requirements of this zoning ordinance by simply
relocating or redesigning the structure(s), then a variance shall not be granted.
The applicant finds that the large size and general undeveloped condition of the site makes it
peculiar or unique in the area, and has led to unwanted activity. Staff is aware that some other
properties in the area have been experiencing similar issues. Nonetheless, staff notes that the
applicant has currently filed permits to construct a house that will conform to applicable City
and State codes, including the requirements of the zoning ordinance. Therefore, denying the
variance will not prevent the owner from reasonably building upon the lot. The owner is
allowed to install a fence throughout the property in conformance with 1260.02 Fences. Staff
finds this criteria is not met.
iii. A variance shall not be granted when it will alter or conflict with the intent of this
Ordinance considering the public benefits intended to be secured by this Zoning Code
and the rights of others whose property would be affected by the allowance of the
variance.
Staff finds that if the variance is granted, the intent of the Ordinance and purpose of the fence
standards will not be altered or in conflict because the fence would be 1) located 30-35 feet
away from the Capital Avenue SW curb whereby it would not impact vehicular line-of-sight;
and 2) would be obscured by new landscaping and screened from vehicles along Capital
Avenue SW. As stated earlier, the typical ‘fortress-like’ appearance resulting front tall,
privacy fences is inappropriate in a residential neighborhood. However, through the
applicant’s proposed landscape, this appearance would be diminished.
To ensure sufficient screening is accomplished and is provided year-round, staff recommends
a condition that the applicant plant a mix of evergreen trees (e.g. pine, spruce, fir, etc.) and
bushes (e.g. yews, boxwoods, rhododendrons, etc.), or other varieties of plants providing
year-round coverage, between the fence and front lot line.
Staff finds this criteria is met.
iv. Any variance granted shall be the minimum necessary to provide relief for the
practical difficulty of the applicant.
As stated earlier, staff does not find a practical difficulty in the applicant’s ability to install a
fence meeting all elements under 1260.02 Fences. The applicant’s desire to gain approval for
a proposed fence exceeding the dimensional standards under 1260.02 is a self-impose
difficulty. A fence that conforms to 1260.02 may also deter criminal activity, and new
landscaping may also provide some privacy. Staff finds this criteria is not met.
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Recommendation
The Zoning Board of Appeals can approve, approve with conditions, or deny this request. The Zoning
Board of Appeals can also table or postpone the request pending additional information. Staff finds
that the variance does not meet all criteria under 1280.03(D)(3)(a)(i-iv) Variance Standards.
Therefore, staff recommends that the Zoning Board of Appeals deny the Dimensional Variance (Z-0321) based on the findings contained in this staff report.

Attachments:
The following information is attached and made part of this Staff Report.
1. ZBA Petition Form (Petition #Z-03-21) and related material, narrative, images
2. Site Drawing; New House
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Name of Appellant: Travis and Sarah Beuchler
Address: 364 S. Hills Dr., Battle Creek MI, 49015

Phone: 312.285.7687

TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS: Request is hereby made for permission to: Appeal
Description: Position of a privacy fence
Contrary to the requirements of Section(s) 1260.02 Fences of the Planning and Zoning Code, upon the
premises known as 1672 Capital Ave. SW, Battle Creek, MI, in accordance with the plans and/or plat record
attached.
The proposed building or use requires Board action in the following area(s)
Requesting variance approval to allow a 6’ privacy fence to be closer to Capital Avenue than current ordinance
permits.
Property/Tax I.D. # No. ________-_____-___________-_________ Size of the Lot: Width ___ Depth___
Size of Proposed Building: Width ________ Depth ________ Height ______
The following reasons are presented in support of this appeal (complete each section):
(a.) This property cannot be used in conformance with the ordinance without the requested variance
because:
a. Safety issues that create unnecessary hardship. Because of the unique setting of our pole barn
/ house, we experience constant trespassing and attempted theft of our property. A privacy
fence set back as far the nearest neighbor’s house (60’) would not prevent line of sight from
Capital Ave. to the pole barn and personal items (i.e., trailers) that are a few hundred feet
back. We are asking for a variance to install the 6’ privacy fence closer to Capital Ave. to
reduce line of sight to our pole barn / possessions, yet still keeping it roughly 30’-35’ back from
Capital Ave. as to not encroach on the road. By installing the fence closer and reducing
visibility, we can reduce interest an intrigue, which will lead to a safer home for me and my
wife.

(b.) This problem is due to a unique situation not shared in common with nearby property owners
because:
a. Our property shares none of the same characteristics as nearby property owners. Our pole
barn and (future) house sit on 14.3 acres over 350’ back from Capital Ave SW and faces North
and South, so that Capital Ave. SW is to the side of our house. All nearby houses are on single
lots approximately 60’ from the road with Capital Ave SW along their front yard.
b. Our property is highly visible, yet gives the appearance of vacancy, and becomes a tempting
area for trespassing and attempted theft.
(c.) Granting the variance would not alter the essential character of the area because:
a. We’ll make every effort to give it a residential feel. In addition to the existing tulip trees along
Capital, we plan on planting additional trees, shrubs, and landscaping along the proposed
fence. This will be consistent with the 1,000 plus feet of trees / brush bordering Capital Ave.
SW to the North, and approximately 80 feet to the South.
b. We’ve put up “No Trespassing” signs and cameras to deter trespassers, and we feel they are
more of an eye sore and not consistent with neighbors’ properties. A privacy fence could
eliminate the need for these, while improving the look of the property along Capital Ave.
Other neighbors on Capital Ave also have privacy fences along the road.
c. Additionally, we treat the property along Capital Ave as our side yard, and this is where we
store our trailers and other property we cannot store elsewhere. The appearance of property
storage degrades the character of the area, but could be improved with the addition of the
privacy fence.
(d.) The problem is not self-created because:
a. The pole barn has long been highly visible (since previous owner demolished the house on
Capital Ave). Since purchasing, we have put up cameras and “no trespassing” signs that have
not deterred trespassers and attempted theft.
Summary and additional notes:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Because of safety issues that cause us unnecessary hardship, our ask is to install a 6’ privacy fence
closer to Capital Ave. SW to help prevent line of sight to our pole barn and possessions, while keeping
it far enough back from Capital (30’-35’) as to not encroach.
The proposed position of the privacy fence will remain further back from Capital than the trees and
bushes to the North and South. Tree barrier to the North is about 5’ from Capital, and to the South
about 10’ from Capital. The privacy fence would be about 20’ to 25’ behind the natural barriers and
not block the view of our neighbor to the South pulling out onto Capital Ave. There are no houses to
the North. The property is not on a corner.
We consistently see trespassers on our cameras, and have caught one person attempting to steal our
trailer. I feel there is a safety aspect involved with confronting trespassers in person, which sometimes
is unavoidable, and creates a dangerous situation. Regarding the attempted theft, we contacted the
police and they have been helping monitor our property.
Our property is unique given its far setting from the road (over 350’), facing North and South with
Capital Ave running along what we consider our side yard.
We will maintain a residential look and feel to the fence area along Capital Ave.
The proposed design will maintain consistency with the properties to the North and South and will not
encroach on Capital Ave. There is also no sidewalk on our side of the street.

Below is a letter in support of a 6’ privacy fence set back 30’ from SW. Capital Ave. from our neighbor (1705
Capital).

Below is a visual of where the 6’ fence is permissible (red), our proposed fence (white) and the Capital Ave
curb (yellow), and the tree / brush line boarding Capital (blue). You can see the proposed fence would be
spaced 30’-35’ from Capital Ave SW and 20’-25’ behind the tree / brush line, as to not obstruct any view for
our neighbor pulling out onto Capital.
Note – there are no longer buildings on this lot. This aerial view is dated. Previous owner demolished the
buildings in this picture.

Red = in compliance
with current code.
White = Proposed
fence.
Blue – existing
tree/brush line to
North and South.
Yellow – Capital Ave
curb.

View to the left shows an aerial view of
the properties to the North and South of
our property along Capital Ave SW. to
give an idea of residential area and our
unique house setting.

Below image gives layout of current and future state of entire property (14.3 acres), demonstrating front, back,
and side yards.

Below is the view looking South, standing approximately where the fence would be. You can see the woods
between the fence and the neighbor’s house, demonstrating it would not obstruct any view pulling out onto
Capital. The summer months create even more of a barrier when there is foliage.

A view of the natural barrier to the South which is about 10’ from Capital. The proposed fence would be 20’25’ further from Capital than this natural barrier, demonstrating no obstruction by the fence.

View from across Capital of the section of woods between our property and the neighbor’s to the South:

Another view from across Capital showing my property and the row of trees / bushes to the North with no
houses or intersecting roads, demonstrating no obstructed views.

View to the North showing the tree / shrub barrier approximately 5’ from Capital. This demonstrates a fence
approximately 25’-30’ further from Capital than this barrier would not contribute to any obstructed views.

A view facing North standing approximately where the fence would be:

Views from Capital showing the visibility and depth of the current pole barn.

Below is a mockup of what the property looks like today, and what it could look like with the fence and trees /
landscaping. It’s very amateur, but best I could do with tools available. We are considering a black / gray
privacy fence to help blend in.

